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Fireworks and explosives are not known for impacting market activity, but this past month has been an
exception. Fed Chair Powell dropped a bomb and surprised many market pundits and the stock market at the
annual Jackson Hole conference by delivering a speech which was much more hawkish than many anticipated.
We at Cornerstone expected Powell to come out swinging and avoid any dovish tenor. However, Powell
exceeded our expectations and stated that the Fed is not convinced that inflation has peaked, even though
the core inflation rate (Consumer Price Index) has been falling since March (due primarily to falling energy
prices), and the Fed’s favorite inflation indicator, the Personal Consumption Expenditure (PCE) index, has
declined to 6.3% in July, from 6.8% in June. Even more important to the Fed, the core PCE, which excludes
food and energy, declined to 4.6% in July, down from 4.8% in June.
In addition, Powell went on to say that inflation is running well above the 2% target and the labor market
remains extremely tight…this implied that there might be additional interest rate hikes after September 21st.
We have noted to you in the past that there should be a pause from September 21st until after midterms and
we still believe that to be the case for the Fed to appear politically agnostic. However, Powell did not explicitly
state or hint anywhere in his speech that a pause would take place. The viability of a midterm pause was clearly
quashed when Powell quipped, “We must keep at it until the job is done.” In short, Powell was firmly hawkish
and gave the markets very little confidence to continue building on the robust returns generated before the
Jackson Hole Speech.
Across the pond, Putin remains livid over the car bomb attack that killed ultra-nationalist, Darya Dugina, the
daughter of Putin’s top advisor, Alexander Dugina. Putin called the assassination “a vile crime” and pledged
retaliation. Russia then warned the West and a great deal of uncertainty rests with what Russia will do to
retaliate. War of words have recently escalated and it appears that Russia is holding gas deliveries to Europe
as leverage. Gazprom, the state-owned Russian energy company, announced this week that it would halt gas
deliveries to Europe via its main Nord Stream 1 pipeline for three days citing maintenance requirements
(nudge, nudge, wink, wink). The group has also suspended flows to French utility Engie this week citing a
payment dispute. The company has been at the forefront of concerns about Russian gas flows to Europe for
some time, but these two latest events give rise for concern as to what will happen to the already weak
European economy as their heating season emerges.

This rhetoric has sent natural gas prices to a 14-year high. Now, the European Union has been forced to lay
plans to ration natural gas, a drastic step that could stifle families and businesses. Natural gas prices have
skyrocketed so high in Europe that it threatens to send the continent’s economy into recession even before
the heating season is underway.
Here is your look at developments in the global marketplace.

POSITIVE DEVELOPMENTS


The Bureau of Economic Analysis reports that the output of US-made motor vehicles has rebounded
from last year’s low of 7.7M units a/r during September (2021) to 11.0M units during July, led by light
trucks That improvement reflects fewer supply-chain problems and lots of pent-up demand.



The Bureau of Economic Analysis reported that Q2 GDP was revised slightly higher from the initial
reading a month ago, declining at a 0.6% a/r. The upward revision to the overall number was due to
stronger consumer spending and inventories, which more than offset a downward revision to home
building. However, the most important factor was that corporate profits soared in Q, growing 6.1%
vs.Q1, up 8.1% yoy, and up 26.7% vs. the pre-COVID level.



The Univ. of Michigan Survey of Consumer Sentiment improved in August from July, as well as from
its mid-month readings, as an easing in inflation boosted expectations—with gains in sentiment seen
across age, education, income, region, and political affiliation. Sentiment among lower-income
consumers posted the largest increase, exceeding sentiment among higher-income consumers. The
survey assesses feelings about personal finances and the economy in the short term.

NEUTRAL DEVELOPMENTS


Existing home sales fell for the 6th mo. in a row in July, posting the longest streak of declines since
2013. Affordability is playing a key role, with the culprit being the climb in mortgage rates. One bit of
good news is that mortgage rates may have peaked in June and have fallen since. However, current
rates are still hovering near 5.5%, up roughly 200 bps since December. Median prices also broke a 5
mo. streak of gains in July, falling 2.4%. Falling rate and pullbacks in median prices may keep the
housing market somewhat stable.



US exports and imports have been strong of late. The exception being a surge in imports during Q1
which forced a Q1 decline in GDP. The US exported a record 9.5M barrels per day of crude and
petroleum products during June. US natural gas exports are also soaring, especially to Europe, which
could be facing a recession caused by an energy crisis where Russia cuts distribution. This could soften
other US exports to Europe in general, though US exports of fossil fuels are likely to be strong.



Census Bureau reports that July durable goods orders were stronger than expected but not enough
to beat inflation. Core capital goods orders, which exclude some volatile components, rose 0.4% in
nominal dollar terms. Inflation is raising the cost of business investment and is distorting the strength
of July durable goods data. Core capital goods orders, a sound proxy for business investment, beat
expectations but didn’t rise enough to outpace inflation. Businesses are spending more dollars on
durable goods orders because goods are more expensive, not because they are increasing investment
in real terms.

NEGATIVE DEVELOPMENTS


Both housing starts and building permits continued to head lower in July, along with homebuilders’
optimism—which dropped to its lowest level since May 2020 in August. The Census Bureau reports
that housing starts contracted 9.6% in July and have slid 19.9% since peaking in April, falling to 1.44M
units in July, the lowest since February 2021. Single-family starts dropped for the 5th consecutive
month and the 6th time this year, by 10.1% in July and 24.4% ytd to 916K units, the lowest since June
2020.



The Conference Board reports that Leading Economic Indicators (LEI) in July contracted for the 5th
consecutive mo. and the 6th mo. this year, sinking 0.4% m/m and 2.3% ytd. According to Ataman
Ozyildirim at the Conference Board, “consumer pessimism and equity market volatility as well as
slowing labor markets, housing construction, and manufacturing new orders suggest that economic
weakness will intensify and spread more broadly throughout the US economy.



A heat wave and drought are causing China to close some industrial plants in certain regions to
preserve electricity for air conditioning. In Europe, similar events are occurring as some industrial
plant owners are closing because surging electricity prices are hurting margins…Look for supply chain
problems to surface.

THE MARKETS
Market emotions have been running hot in August. This has
been a year of wide swings. After falling 27% from March 29
to June 16, the QQQ (the NASDAQ tracking ETF) rose 23% in
the two months to August 16, then it fell 8% in the next nine
trading days. SPY (the S&P 500 tracking ETF) gained 17.7%
in the two months since June 16, then fell 5.7% since August
16, as investors digested Powell’s speech and Russian
tensions.
August market performance was choppy. The U.S. markets
were broadly higher through August 16th before retreating
with the Dow, SP500 and NASDAQ all finishing the month in
negative territory. Energy and utilities were leaders in
August while real estate, technology and health care lagged
the broader market.
On the international front, Asian markets were mixed. Hong
Kong and Shanghai posted negative returns while Japan
logged a 1.0% return in August. Eurozone markets and the
U.K posted weak returns and could be in the midst of a
recessionary setback as natural gas prices are surging and
heating season is around the corner.
Regarding fixed income, the Fed raised rates by another
75bps in August which in and of itself was reasonable it was
the Powell speech that upset the investment sentiment.
The yield on the 2-yr note, which is most sensitive to
changes in the fed funds rate, now sits at 3.45% and is up
from 2.91% at the close of July. The 10-yr. note yields 3.12%
versus 2.67% at July’s close. The 2-10 spread now sits at
33bps which remains inverted still providing some pundits
to suggest that a recession is in the offing. Last month the
2-10 spread was 24bps.

U.S Index

Last Month (% return)

YTD (%)

S&P 500

-3.9

-17.0

Dow Jones

-3.9

-13.5

NASDAQ Comp

-4.9

-24.4

Russell 2000

-2.5

-18.2

Last Month (% return)

YTD (%)

Euro Stoxx 50

-5.2

-18.2

Hang Seng

-1.0

-14.7

Germany

-4.8

-19.0

Nikkei

1.0

-2.4

FTSE – U.K.

-1.9

-1.4

China Shanghai

-1.6

-12.0

Crude Oil

-1.8

35.3

International Index

Source: https://tradingeconomics.com/stocks

Source: https://www.statista.com/chart/28088/drought-revelations/

INFO-GRAPH OF THE MONTH – DROUGHT DISCOVERIES (2022)
2022 has been a dry year. As droughts stalk the globe, drying rivers and watersheds have disrupted cargo flows in Europe, led
Tesla and other manufacturers to suspend production in China, and forced American farmers to cut back on water use. Thus,
further contributing to supply chain issues.
However, shrinking water levels have also unearthed artifacts that were thought to have been lost to history. Perhaps the most
unpromising findings are the hunger stones etched along the banks of central Europe’s rivers. These inscriptions date back
centuries, and generally offer the same message to future generations: If the water is low enough for you to read this, there may
be pain ahead.
Of other notable findings, more than 20 Nazi warships, laden with explosives, were uncovered in Serbia as the Danube River fell
to its lowest level in nearly 100 years. Across Italy’s shrinking river system, ruins of an ancient civilization were discovered,
including a bridge that may have been built by Roman Emperor Nero. In addition, fossilized dinosaur tracks, estimated to be 113
million years old emerged from a dried-up riverbed in Texas.
https://www.msn.com/en-us/travel/travelnews/drought-discoveries-surprising-things-uncovered-by-dropping-water-levels/ssAA11d4Tv

NEWS YOU CAN USE

The unmanned Artemis 1 mission
moon rocket launch was suspended
on August 29th due to fuel leaks,
possible crack, engine problems and
weather. The 322-foot rocket is
meant to put a crew capsule with
three test dummies into orbit around
the moon. Assuming the test goes
well, astronauts would climb aboard
the second flight and fly around the
moon and back as soon as 2024. A
two-person lunar landing could follow
by the end of 2025.
https://www.cnbc.com/2021/12/01/ceosand-insiders-sell-a-record-69-billion-oftheir-stock.html

In the college football season-opener
the Northwestern Wildcats and the
Nebraska Cornhuskers put on an
exciting show in Dublin, Ireland; with
Northwestern coming out on top 3128. At one point in the game
concession stands were giving out
free beer due to internet connectivity
issues at the stadium. Aviva Stadium is
cashless, so they opted to not turn
away thirsty fans.
https://www.foxnews.com/sports/nor
thwestern-comes-back-stunnebraska-season-opener-dublin

Serena Williams, 40, will compete in
her last U.S. Open after a decadeslong career in which she dominated
and transformed women’s tennis.
Serena boasts 23 Grand Slam singles
titles and won her first U.S Open
major title in 1999 at the age of 17.
She will also compete with her sister,
Venus, in the U.S Open doubles
championship for the last time.
https://www.msn.com/engb/sport/tennis/serena-williamsplays-no-2-seed-kontavei-in-us-openround-2/ar-AA11keXc

As always, if I can be of additional guidance, please feel free to call me at 312.485.6847.
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